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COPYRIGHT NOTICE
This manual is copyrighted, all rights reserved. It may not, in whole or in part, be copied, photocopied, 
reproduced, translated or reduced to any electronic medium or machine-readable form without prior 
consent in writing from Aqua Lung®. It may not be distributed through the internet or computer bulletin 
board systems without prior consent in writing from Aqua Lung®.

© 2017 Aqua Lung® International BC Owner’s Manual

Aqua Lung® is a registered trademark of Aqua Lung International

WARNINGS, CAUTIONS AND NOTES
Pay special attention to information provided in warnings, cautions and notes that are accompanied by 
one of these symbols:

WARNINGS: Indicate a procedure or situation that may result in serious injury or death if 
instructions are not followed correctly.

CAUTIONS: Indicate any situation or technique that will result in potential damage to the 
product, or render the product unsafe if instructions are not followed correctly.

NOTES: Are used to emphasize important points, tips and reminders.

GENERAL INFORMATION
General information can be found in the Buoyancy Compensator User’s Guide that has been provided 
with this product. The Buoyancy Compensator User’s Guide is also available on the Aqua Lung® website 
at www.aqualung.com
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OUTLAW / ROGUE COMPONENTS

Aircell

Shoulder Straps

Waistband

SureLock™ 
Weight Pocket

Trim Weight 
Pocket

Waistband 
Extender

Anchorline 
Retainer

Harness

GripLock™ 

Tank Band

Waistband

Dump Valve
(Rogue Only)
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MODLOCK™ CONNECTORS

Shoulder Connector
(Male)

Shoulder Connector
(Female)

Shoulder Connector
(Female)

Waistband Connector
(Female)

Waistband Connector
(Female)

SureLock or Trim Weight 
Pocket Connector

(Dual Female)

Waistband Connector
(Male)

Waistband Connector
(Male)

SureLock™ Weight 
Pocket Connector

(Dual Male)

Trim Weight 
Pocket Connector

(Dual Male)

Trim Weight 
Pocket Connector 

(Rogue Only)
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WAISTBAND AND SHOULDER STRAP ASSEMBLY

1. Place the harness on a flat surface with the ModLock™ connectors face up. Position the waistband 
and shoulder straps next to the harness where they are to be attached with the ModLock™ connectors 
face down.

2. The female buckle will be on the right side and male buckle on the left side when the waistband 
is attached properly to the harness. Place the male connector on the waistband over the female 
connector on the harness and slide it into place. An audible “click” will confirm the connectors are 
locked, securing the waistband in place. 
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AIRCELL ASSEMBLY
1. Unclip the upper tank strap and separate the hook and loop tabs on the retainer. Unbuckle the tank 
band and lay it out across the harness.

3. Make sure the chest strap is facing inward when attaching the shoulder straps to the harness. Place 
the male connector on the shoulder strap over the female connector on the harness and slide it into 
place. An audible “click” will confirm the connectors are locked, securing the shoulder strap in place. 
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3. Insert each side of the tank band through the lower slots in the aircell. Attach the lever to the bail 
securing it in place.

2. Place the aircell onto the harness with the hook and loop retainer face down, directly over the tank 
band. Fold the bottom of the aircell upward to access the retainer and separate the hook and loop tabs. 
Slide the loop tab under, then back over the tank band and attach it to the small hook tab. Fold the large 
hook tab over the loop tab to finish securing the bottom of the aircell in place.
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5. Insert T-shaped web lock at the top of the aircell through the plastic loop on the shoulder strap. 
Check to ensure the T-shaped web lock is secured in place. Repeat process for other side.

4. Bring the upper tank strap along with the hook and loop tabs through the upper slots in the aircell. 
Secure hook and loop tabs along with the upper tank strap to hold the top of the aircell in place.

NOTE: The 35 lb aircell for the Rogue BC is equipped with a right shoulder dump valve and cord assembly. 
To attach the pull dump cord, insert the male end into the female end of the T-Lock connector and twist to 
secure the cord in place. To test the connection, pull down on the knob to make sure the dump valve activates.
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WEIGHT POCKET ASSEMBLY
1. Optional SureLock™ or trim weight pockets can be attached to the dual connectors on the harness. 
When attaching the SureLock™ weight pockets ensure the release handle is pointed downward. Trim 
weight pockets can face either direction.

SureLock™ Weight Pocket Trim Weight Pocket

6. Connect both shoulder straps to the adjustment 
straps.
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2. Align the dual male connectors on the weight pocket with the female connectors on the harness and slide 
into place. An audible “click” will confirm the connectors are locked, securing the weight pocket in place.

3. To release the SureLock™ weight pouches 
simply pull on the handle. Trim weight pockets 
are non-releasable.

WARNING: The SureLock™ weight pocket must be attached with the handle facing downward in 
order to release properly.
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MODLOCK™ CONNECTOR DISASSEMBLY

1. Ensure the component is positioned in-line with the harness. The alignment hole will be visible 
when the connectors are oriented properly.

The release mechanism on the ModLock™ connectors for the waistband, shoulder straps and weight 
pockets are identical. To remove any one of these components, use the following procedure.

Alignment Hole

NOTE: The component must be properly aligned with the harness in order to disengage the 
ModLock™ connector.

NOTE: If the shoulder or waistband component is rotated 180 degrees from its proper position and 
strongly pulled upon, it is possible the ModLock™ connector may disengage. This circumstance will not 
occur on the SureLock™ or trim pocket weight system because of the dual ModLock™ connection.
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2. Insert a small thin tool (pen, key, screwdriver, etc.) into the alignment hole on the connector. Push down 
on release lever with the tool and slide the component back toward the tool to disengage the connector.

WAISTBAND EXTENDER
An optional waistband extender with pocket is available that will provide an extra 8 inches (20 cm) of 
length to the waistband of the BC.
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DOUBLE CYLINDER SETUP - NOT AVAILABLE

This BC is designed to be a recreational BC used primarily by traveling divers. It is not designed to be
used with double cylinders.

WARNING:  DO NOT use double cylinders with this BC. When fully charged and worn together 
as doubles, some cylinders may create enough negative buoyancy to counteract the amount of 
buoyancy your BC can provide.  At depth, this can lead to a dangerous situation if your wetsuit 
becomes compressed and you can no longer achieve positive buoyancy by jettisoning weight. 
The excess weight of some twin cylinders may also lead to structural failure of the backpack or 
harness. Such an event while diving may separate you from your primary air source, and could 
lead to serious injury or death.

ANCHORLINE RETAINER
This BC comes equipped with an anchorline retainer for attaching an alternate air source.
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Outlaw

BC Size Buoyancy Trim Weight Releasable Weight Weight Pocket Type

SM
12 lb / 5 L

or
25 lb / 11 L

10 lb / 4.5 kg 20 lb / 9 kg 10 lb / 4.5 kg X 2

MD
12 lb / 5 L

or
25 lb / 11 L

10 lb / 4.5 kg 20 lb / 9 kg 10 lb / 4.5 kg X 2

LG
12 lb / 5 L

or
25 lb / 11 L

10 lb / 4.5 kg 20 lb / 9 kg 10 lb / 4.5 kg X 2

Rogue

BC Size Buoyancy Trim Weight Releasable Weight Weight Pocket Type

SM 35 lb / 16 L 6 lb / 2.6 kg 20 lb / 9 kg 10 lb / 4.5 kg X 2

MD 35 lb / 16 L 6 lb / 2.6 kg 20 lb / 9 kg 10 lb / 4.5 kg X 2

LG 35 lb / 16 L 6 lb / 2.6 kg 20 lb / 9 kg 10 lb / 4.5 kg X 2

BC SPECIFICATIONS

NOTE: The Outlaw BC uses a 12 lb or 25 lb aircell and the Rogue a 35 lb aircell. A right shoulder dump valve 
with detachable cord is used on the 35 lb aircell and is therefore not interchangeable with the Outlaw BC.


